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ROBERT CRAIS BOOKS IN ORDERWITH SUMMARIES AND CHECKLISTAll Series Plus
Standalone Novels - Checklist With SummariesROBERT CRAIS novels are listed in best
reading order, chronological order, with summaries, a checklist, and links to purchase from
Ebook Tops.- Complete and accurate- A great reference for all ROBERT CRAIS Fans- This is
exactly the reference you need to make sure you don’t miss a book or story and you get a
chance to read each one in the best reading order- Only Reading Order Book That Includes
Short SummariesSeries Order is Important!* You’ll enjoy a series far more in the correct book
order.* Witness Character Development* Get the Right Timeline and Enjoy the Plot Unfold*
Appreciate Each New Character When They First Appear* Summaries and checklist give you
the opportunity to make sure you’ve read each book.* You may even find some Robert Crais
Books you’d never heard about.* Special links make it easy to order any books you’re missing,*
Fully Up-to-DateDon’t waste your money on a book list that’s out of date or one that doesn’t
include story summaries To Contact us or View More Books in the Series, Please Visit
OldTownPublishing.comOrder Now and Get the Most Out of Your Reading of Robert
CraisCOPYRIGHT COMPLIANCE: No portions of the books mentioned have been reproduced
here other than the titles and parts of the short summaries, which is in compliance with the
United States Copyright Office circular 34. 



ROBERT CRAISReading ListWithSummariesUltimate Reading ListBySir Reed A. LotOld Town
Publishing2018IntroductionWhen I like a writer or a series character, I want to read every book
and story I can get my hands on and I want to do it the Best Reading Order. It’s so much more
fun that way. Although there are author websites that offer quite a bit of information, and other
places on the Internet to find some data, I haven’t found anywhere I can get a simple Robert
Crais reading list that I can use with my Kindle that includes a short summary to tell me what the
books is about.So, I decided to gather this information for myself and for others who would
appreciate it as well.I hope this list and story summaries will increase your pleasure in reading all
the Robert Crais books and will give you that little added fix we fans so crave. In the first part,
each book is listed in series and chronological order with publication date and includes a short
summary of each one.The second part is also listed in order, this time with links to purchase any
books you’re missing from Ebook Tops.The third part you can use in combination with your
Kindle highlighting feature to keep track of the books you’ve read.The fourth part is a list of other
books available in the Best Reading Order series.I hope you enjoy this book and find the
material helps you get the most out of the works of the marvelous writer Robert Crais. Table of
ContentsPart 1 Robert Crais book list in order with summaries and publication datesPart 2
Robert Crais reading list in order with links to Ebook TopsPart 3 Robert Crais novels in series
order to be used as a Kindle checklistPart 4 List of other books available in the Best Reading
Order seriesPart 1Novels are listed here in series order or as standalone novels. A short
summary is given when the book title is first presented here.Publication Order of Elvis Cole &
Joe Pike BooksThe Monkey's Raincoat (1987) Elvis Cole #1Drugs, sex, and murder steal the
scene when Elvis Cole searches the seamy side of Hollywood’s studio lots for the missing
husband and son of Ellen Lang.Stalking the Angel (1989) Elvis Cole #2Hired by a ruthless hotel
magnate to locate a priceless Japanese manuscript, Elvis Cole finds himself investigating a
lethal scam involving the Japanese Yakuza. Soon he is enmeshed in violent death and a young
girl he will nit soon forget.Lullaby Town (1992) Elvis Cole #3Peter Alan Nelson, known as the
King of Adventure, is Hollywood’s newest young genius. However, Nelson’s life isn’t perfect. He
needs Elvis Cole to find his airhead wife and infant child that he dumped en route to success
and fame.When Cole finds Nelson's wife in a small Conneticut town, he finds she has some
unwanted and very nasty mob connections.Free Fall (1993) Elvis Cole #4Elvis Cole takes on a
new case. Hired by Jennifer Sheridan to investigate her decorated Los Angeles-cop boyfriend
who’s gotten himself in some mysterious trouble, and Cole and his partner Pike are soon chin
deep in police corruption, gangs, and a rather nasty frame-up.Voodoo River (1995) Elvis Cole
#5Elvis Cole returns in a mystery involving a crazed housewife, a Cajun thug, and a hundred-
year-old river turtle named Luther.Sunset Express (1996) Elvis Cole #6When prominent
restaurateur Teddy Martin is arrested for the brutal murder of his wife, he’s not about to got down
without a fight and a vigorous defense- which includes the services of PI Elvis Cole.Martin wants
Cole to find proof that Police Detective Angela Rossi tampered with the evidence. However, as
Cole and his partner Joe Pike work their way through a tangle of witnesses, they begin to



suspect that it’s not the police who are behind the setup.Indigo Slam (1997) Elvis Cole #7Elvis
Cole is hired by a fifteen-year-old girl and her two younger siblings to find their missing father.
Elvis now must pick up the cold pieces of a crime that was committed on a devastating night
three years previously. As clues to a man’s secret life emerge from the shadows, Elvis finds he is
facing a violent storm of desperation and conspiracy - bearing down rapidly on three innocent
children whose only crime was surviving.L.A. Requiem (1999) Elvis Cole #8Joe Pike, Elvis
Cole’s taciturn partner, gets a call from his friend Frank "Tortilla" Garcia. Frank sends the
detectives out to find his daughter, Karen. However, the police find her first - in a park with a
bullet in her brain. The two stay on the case, but when another murder points to Pike as a
suspect, things take a turn for the worse.
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Mitchell, “Handy Resource. Good resource for this outstanding Author.”

Israel Drazin, “A superb collection of information that we should know about Robert Crais.
Robert Crais, born in 1953, is an American best-selling novelist. Besides his great mysteries, he
wrote scripts of many very popular TV shows, such as Hill Street Blues, Quincy, LA law, just to
mention a few. He is the winner of many awards for his novels. The first novel that he published
focused on two intrepid private investigators Elvis Cole and Joe Pike in 1987. He later published
a total of seventeen books about their exploits. He also wrote four standalone novels between
2000 and 2013 and an anthology in 2012.Avid Reader really knows books. Readers wanting to
know what authors wrote, with a good summary of each book, will find no better source than
Avid Reader who is clearly the queen of Best Reading Order Books. She completed over 70 of
these very helpful books. All of the 70 books are available on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, iBooks,
and Kobo.This book by Avid Reader is easy to read, easy to use, and contains a wealth of the
kind of information we want to know. It gives us (1) a list of the author’s books with a good to-the-
point summary of each, including the date of publication, (2) a link for each book to Amazon,
making it easy for us to purchase the book as well as see what reviewers wrote about the book,
(3) a checklist that we can use to mark those books that we read, and (4) a list of the many other
authors for which she, Avid Reader, has given readers this kind of information so that we can get
her books about these authors.”

The_Sandstress, “Very useful. Excellent little book and since I haven't read my Robert Crais
books in a long time, I just might start them again - "in order this time". I had to go back and start
over when I read my first Robert Crais book "Hostage".  This is really helpful.”

WV Cannons, “Best Reading Order -- Great Idea. I absolutely love Robert Crais' writing and was
glad to be able to get summaries of all his work. I realized that I am missing two of his novels in
my collection!  Great idea to do a "best reading order".”

The book by Avid  Reader has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 10 people have provided feedback.
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